Richard Monroe
Special Meeting

YORK TOWNSHIP TRUSTEES
William Pavlick
Todd A. Zieja
January 25, 2018

Chairman Rick Monroe called the special meeting to order at 5:30 p.m. He led the pledge
of allegiance.
Present: Chief Ken Barrett, Ron Eckart, John Kollar and Ryan McDonnell from the Fire
Department; Dorothy Crouch, Dave and Debbie Hull and Eric from AHEC’s.
Todd asked why we were paying for double internet as well as others. Rick talked to Ryan
McDonnell from the fire department for needs. Ken Barrett then asked about presenting
plans for the fire department because the future needs of the department far out-weigh the
township’s and what we currently have.
The fire department presented a plan to the trustees. Ken then explained the procedure for
the paperwork for the run calls.
Ryan then reviewed our current set up for both the fire department and township. He then
reviewed their future needs. One of those future changes would be consolidating the
services of both the fire department and township as well as planning for growth in the
future. We need additional network drops because there are not enough in the building.
•

We’d like to move to the cloud for our data center instead of on-premise storage.
Storing in the cloud is the way of the future. It is always up to date. With that, we are
looking at Office 365.

Ryan then reviewed some costs associated with the various proposed items.
•

We met with a company that would manage the services that was recommended to
us by Rick Monroe.

Eric then confirmed that everything is going cloud based. Our e-mails would be in
compliance once the trustees begin using their township e-mails. He would be able to do for
us most of what the management company is offering. The reason we have two cable
inputs because back in the beginning, the fire department wanted to keep theirs separate. I
do believe you will pay more with the fire department’s proposal than currently. Bev
confirmed that the cost would drastically increase for the township. Eric didn’t disagree with
what the fire department had to say, but is it worth the cost for the township and would the
township gain anything? It would be possible to drop one of the cable fees now and split it
between the two and it would only take a phone call.
RESOLUTION #18-01-17 – Adjourn
Moved by Pavlick, second by Zieja to adjourn the meeting at 6:32 p.m. Roll: Pavlick, yes,
Conley, yes; Monroe, yes.
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